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Nos. 3 (pages 383-431) and 14 present alphabetical lists of Lithuanian and inter-
national anthroponyms and toponyms in their modern spelling.

Nos. 12 and 17 contain alphabetical lists of geographical names found in Lithu-
ania.

§ 2. Lithuanian orthography prescribes that proper nouns be
capitalized,1 in contrast to common nouns which must be written
with small initial letters. The rule valid for common nouns applies
also to adjectival and verbal derivations from proper nouns. Thus,

1 See § 33 of No. 28 in § 1 above.
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the proper noun Europa "Europe" yields the adjectival derivatives
europ~nis and europiskas "European" as well as the verbal derivative
europeti "to become European." A list, quite representative, though
not exhaustive, of proper nouns (toponyms and anthroponyms),
Lithuanian and international, is given in an appendix at the end of
Alfred Serm and Anton Salys, Worterbuch der litauischen Schrift-
sprache.2

There is a difference from English, French, and German practice
in the Lithuanian classification of proper and common nouns
respectively. It concerns the anthroponyms. Only personal names,
Le., Christian names like Antanas "Anthony," Ona "Anne," MariJte
"(little) Mary, (dear) Mary," and surnames (including nicknames)
are considered and treated as proper nouns, but not ethnical names,
e.g., negras "a male Negro," negre "a female Negro," or national
names such as amerikietisj-te "a male or female American," kana-
dietis j-te "a Canadian," or designations of inhabitants of a place,
e.g., londonietis j-te "a Londoner." Since the original plan of the
above-mentioned Worterbuch (which was started in 1924) was later
modified, it is necessary, when using the appendix, to consult at the
same time the corresponding passage of the dictionary proper.

§ 3. Chapter 44 ofmy Lithuanian Grammar3 deals with the forma-
tion of proper nouns. There is first of all (§ 660) a discussion of
general designations of place by means of specific nominal prefixes,
esp. ant-, apfj-, pa-, prie-, pries-, tarp-, tarpu-, uz-, e.g., antakis "the
region above the eye socket" from ak~s "eye," uzstale "space behind
the table" from stalas "table"; referring to terrain: pagire, pa-
girys, pamiske, pamiskys "woodside, edge of a forest," made from
the nouns giria and m~skas "forest"; furthermore formed with
geographical names: from Nemunas "the Nemunas River": pane-
mune and panemunys "the region along the Nemunas River,"
uznemune "the land across the Nemunas." ..

As I have shown in my paper presented to the Fifth International
Congress of Toponymy and Anthroponymy in Salamanca,4 this
formation pattern is not limited to Lithuanian, but is also common
in Slavic, esp. in Russian, e.g., from Russian oko "eye": podoe'je
"the region under the eye" or "under the eyes"; from stol "table":

2 See No. 14 in § 1 above.
3 See pages 333-336 of No. 28.
4 See No. 24.
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zast6l'je "space behind the table"; from les "forest": poles'je
"woodside." Russian toponyms of this formation are pov6lz'je "the
Volga region" and zav6lz' je "the land beyond the Volga" (from
Volga "the Volga River"), podneprov'je "the Dnieper region" (from
Dnepr "the Dnieper River"), zadon'je "the land across the Don,"
zabajkal'je "the land beyond Lake Baikal," zakavkaz'je "Transcau-
casia," zaural'je "the region beyond the Ural" (river or mountains).

The formation of compound nouns by means of a prefix plus the
neuter ending -'je is firmly established not only in Russian, but also
in White Russian and Polish, and even in Old Church Slavic, e.g.,
zagorrje "the region beyond the mountain," the regular prototype
of modern Russian zagor'je.

This same combinatory formation of prefixed neuter' nouns oc-
curs also in Lettish and Old Prussian. For Old Prussian see Georg
Gerullis, Die altpreufJischen Ortsnamen, pages 239, 247ff., and 264.
It must, therefore, be assumed that it existed in Proto-Baltic as well
as in Proto-Slavic. Since both in Lithuanian and in Lettish the
neuter gender of nouns got lost, substitution became necessary. On
the basis of regional preference, the original neuter form was re-
placed either by a feminine or a masculine form. This accounts for
the coexistence of a feminine panemune and a masculine pane-
munfis.

The Proto-Baltio and Proto-Slavio neuter ending involved here
is to be traced back to a Proto- Indo-European neuter -ijo-m which
came also down into Germanic, namely, in the neuter collective
formation in -i with the prefix ga-, gi-, ge-, e.g., Gothio gaskohi
"footwear, (pair of) shoes," Old High German gafugili "poultry,"
Old High German gibeini (modern German Gebein) "the bones,"
modern German das Gebirge "the mountains," etc.

We have here a signifioant agreement among Baltic, Slavic, and
Germanio, a Balto-Slavo-Germanic conformity directly inherited
from Proto- Indo-European.

§ 4. The Lithuanian Orthographio Dictionary by Gasparavicius
et a1.5, pages 138-147, gives a summary of the formation of place
names, with the following groupings as to external form:

a) Used in the singular form: Alytus, Kaunas, Tverecius, Vilnius.
b) Used in the plural form: Mazeikiai, Sakiai, Telsiai.

5 See N'o. 3.
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c) Suffixal formations.
d) Two-stem compounds and two-word compounds.
e) Attributive combinations: A ukst6ji Panemune "Upper Pane-

mune," Kazlij Riida.

The same authors give the following classification based on origin
and meaning.

a) Toponyms derived from anthroponyms. They appear either
in the singular form (Sudargas, Barvainis) or (most frequently) in
the plural form. Very frequently place names are derived from an-
throponyms by means of suffixes like -iskiai, -iskes, -iskis, -iske,
-ine, -ines, -yne, -ynes, -ynas, -aliai, -eliai, e.g., Lankeliskiai, Dievo-
niskiai, Rumsiskes, Semeliskes, Rokiskis, Antaniskis, Gekiske, etc.
Anthroponymic compounds are of the two-stem determinative
character with an anthroponym as the first component and a com-
mon noun as the second. The second component is mostly based on
one of the following words: bala "swamp," biida "hut," ezeras
"lake," giilas "end piece," 6 giria "forest," kaimas "village," kalnas
"hill, mountain," kampas "corner," kiemas "homestead, farm,"
laukas "field," pieva "meadow," raistas "swamp," (dial.) soda and
sodzius "village," upe "river, brook," vieta "place."

b) Environmental toponyms, referring to topography, natural
or artificial objects; e.g., Juodakalnis "Black Hill," Milzinkapiai
"Graves of Giants."

c) Hydronyms.
d) Toponyms derived from hydronyms.
e) Toponyms derived from plant names.
f) Toponyms taken from the animal kingdom.

§ 5. Lithuanian names of inhabited places (farms, home-
steads, hamlets, peasant villages, rural towns) are to a large extent
nothing but the phrral forms of surnames, that is, the names of
the original settlers, e.g., Balsiai, Budriai, Dauksiai, Kazlai,
Plikiai, Rieciai, Siauliai, Vanagai; Gudai, Gudeliai; J uodaiciai,
Karvaiciai, Simkaiciai, Vaicaiciai, Zygaiciai; N erimdaiciai, Vezai-
eiai; Balkunai, Gaiziunai, M ickunai, N emajunai, Staciunai, Sei-
niunai; Marcinkonys, Maselionys, Svencionys; Subartonys; Juodei-
kiai, K irdeikiai, M azeikiai, Sareikiai, Vereikiai.

6 See § 686 A 2 band § 686 A 3 b of No. 28.
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Probably about half of the Lithuanian place names are derived
from the names of the original settlers. The percentage of names of
inhabited places containing surnames is especially high in Suvalkija,
that is, the region west of Kaunas, on the left bank of the Nemunas
River. Of the 39 place names occurring in the township of Vilka-
viskis, 37 appear in the plural form (e.g., AlksnfJnai, Gudeliai, Pa-
kalv~skiai), and in the township of Sintautai the corresponding
figures are 55 and 51.

§ 6. A second numerous group of place names consists of original
common nouns formed in accordance with our § 3 above and then
applied as proper nouns. They indicate the location near a river, a
forest, a swamp, etc., e.g., Panemune "On-the-Nemunas," Pane-
vezys "On-the-Nevezis," Pasilys "Near-the-Grove" (cf. silas
"grove"), Uzpelkis or Uzubalis "Behind-the-Swamp" (cf. peJke and
bala "swamp"). They are determinative compounds with a nominal
prefix in the front part and, most frequently, with a hydronym at
the end. Thus, villages located at a lake (ezeras) or a river (upe) may
have names like Antezeriai, Paezeriai, Uzezeriai; Paupiai, Uzupiai.
The overwhelming majority of these place names use the prefix pa-,
e.g., Pagramantis (from the river name Gramaneia), Pasvalys
(from the river name Svalia), Pajtiris "seaside" (from jtira "sea"). 7

§ 7. In a number of town names we have to deal with the plural
form of the name of the lake on which the inhabited place is situ-
ated, e.g., the town Zuvintai on Lake Zuvintas, the village Aviliai
on Lake Avilys, the village Rimieeiai on Lake Rimietis.

§ 8. Some place names are derived from hydronyms by means
of suffixes, whereby the suffix always indicates a situational rela-
tionship, e.g., Kupiskis "[the Place] on the Kupa River," Vilka-
viskis "[the Place] on the Vilkauja River." However, such deriva-
tions appear almost exclusively in the plural form, in which case
they designated originally the people who had settled by such a
body of water, that is, the inhabitants of the place.8 The following
suffixes are used in this sense:

a) -iskiai: Aistiskiai "[Place] on the Aista River," Pentiskiai
"[Place] on the Penta River," Pilvi§kiai "[Place] on the Pilve
River."

7 Cf. Nos. 24 and 27.
8 Cf. § 600 and § 605 b of No. 28.
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b) -enai: Babrungenai "[Place] on the Babrungas River," Dar-
benai "[Place] on the Darba River," N otenai "[Place] on the Nate
River," Zelsvenai "[Place] on the Zelsva River."

0) -ininkai: Drabuzinifikai "[Place] on the Drabuzis River,"
llgininkai "[Place] on Lake llgis," Persekininkai "[Place] on the
Perseke River," Spenglinifikai "[Place] on the Spengla River and on
Lake Spengla," Strevinifikai "[Place] on the Streva River."

§ 9. The simplest structure of a hydronym is that of a deter-
minative compound with the masculine ezeras "lake" or the fe-
minine upe "river, brook" as end component. An adjective, a com-
mon noun, or a proper name may serve as first component. Thus,
baltas ezeras "a white lake" yielded the lake name Baltezeris
"White Lake," while juoda upe "a black brook" produced two
brook names, namely, the feminine Juodupe and the masculine
Juodupis. vezfjs "crayfish" appears in the lake name Vezezeris
"Crayfish Lake" and in the brook name Vezupis "Crayfish Brook."
Personal names contained in the initial component of brook names
indicate that such a brook runs (or ran previously) through the
land of a proprietor so named, e.g., Noreikupe "the Noreika Brook."
Bodies of water may also be simply named with adjectives, either
in the definite or indefinite form, e.g., Balta f. "White River,"
Svent6ji f. "Holy River." However, more frequently than the bare
adjective, the substantivized adjective in -is (masculine) and -e
(feminine) is used for such hydronyms, e.g., Baltis "the White one,"
J uodis and J u,ode "the Black one."

§ 10. Not infrequently, the singular form of a masculine sur-
name occurs as a hydronym, i.e., as the name of a running or
standing body of water. According to page 145 of NO.3 (in our
§ 1), the surname of a landowner or farmer through whose land a
body of water ran or to whom it belonged could be transferred as
proper name to that body of water. This happened through the
intermediary of everyday genitive constructions. In Bauzo upe
"Bauzas's brook, the brook of Bauzas" we have a regular possessive
genitive Bauzo (nominative Bauzas). This same genitive form was
then understood to be a genitive of identity9 as in the expres-
sion Nemuno upe "the Nemunas River," which is identical in
meaning ,vith the nominative form Nemunas "the Nemunas." The

9 See § 889 of No. 28.
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result of this identification was that Bauzo upe came to be under-
stood as "the Bauzas Brook," and from this stage of development,
through back formation, the nominative form Bauzas acquired the
meaning "Bauzas Brook."

§ 11. Numerous Lithuanian hydronyms are formed ,vith names
of animals and plants,lOwhereby the form of the hydronym may be
a) adjectival, or b) a determinative compound with the animal name
or the plant name in the first component,11 or c) a simple animal
name. Designations like Vezezeris "Crayfish Lake" and Vezupis
"Crayfish Brook" are unequivocal. They indicate that crayfish live
in these bodies of water; and the names may be of very recent
origin. When, beside them, we find the simple common noun
Vezys "Crayfish" as the name of a river in the district of Siauliai,
we have obviously a back formation, as demonstrated in § 10.
The same explanation applies to those hydronyms which represent
adjectival derivations from fish names, as Lydekine "Pike Brook"
and Lydekis "Pike Lake." Hydronyms with a tree name in the
initial component of a two-stem compound designate lakes or
brooks whose banks are lined with such trees, e.g., 4zuolupis "Oak
Brook," Klevezeris "Maple Lake. "Berzis (cf. berzas "birch tree")
is a back formation of berzupis "birch brook" or berzezeris "birch
lake." Similarly, Vilkupis "Wolf Brook" and Sernupis "Boar
Brook" designate streams visited by wolves and boars. If, in ad-
dition, Vilkas (seemingly the simple oommon noun vilkas "wolf")
occurs as a hydronym (in the district of Lazdijai), it is most cer-
tainly a back formation of either Vilkupis "Wolf Brook" (district
of Sakiai) or Vilkupfjs (district of Vilkaviskis), all the more so
since, with the same meaning, in the district of Lazdijai, the fe-
minine form Vilke occurs, which, because of the deviating intona-
tion, cannot go back to v'ilke "she wolf," but can only be a back
formation of vilkupe "wolf brook."

There is absolutely no reason for seeking some mytlwlogical ex-
planation for hydronyms which seemingly consist of bare animal names
or tree names.

§ 12. Each Lithuanian surname12 appears in three different
forms, one masculine and two feminine.

10 See No. 26.
11 See § 9 above.
12 See Nos. 6 and 23, also § 662-666 of No. 28.
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The masculine form (Klimas, Petrauskas, Maeianas, Masionis,
Alksninis, Petraitis, Salfjs, Rimsa, Vedluga, Riiekus, Miekevieius,
Skardzius, Kreve, etc.) is used for any male member of a family,
regardless of age and family status.

The surname of married women has always the ending -iene or
-iene: Klimiene, Petrauskiene (Petrauskiene), Maeianiene, Ma-
sioniene, Alksniniene, Petraitiene, SaUene, Rim,siene (Rimsiene),
Vedlugiene, Riickuviene, Miekeviciene, Skardziuviene, Kreviene.

The suffixes -aite, -iJte, - (i )ute, and -ule are used for the formation
of the surnames of girls and unmarried women of any age: Klimaite,
Petrauskaife, Maeianaite, MasioniJte, Alksninaite, PetraitiJte, Sa-
liJte, Rimsa~te, Vedlugaite, Rackute, M ickevi ciute, Skardziute, Kre-
vaite.

§ 13. With regard to their origin and formation, the modern
Lithuanian surnames belong in one of the following groups:

a) inherited two-stem names; b) former Christian names;
c) former patronymics; d) nicknames, including occupational
names and names of geographical origin; e) foreign surnames.

A patronymic, as in Russian, is not used today. Under the
Soviet Russian administration, the Russian patronymic is replaced
by the genitive form of the name of the father, e.g., Vedluga (sur-
name) Benediktas (first name) Juozo ([son] of Joseph); SvireliJte
(surname) Marija (first name) Stepono ([daughter] of Stephan).

More than half of the modern Lithuanian surnames had originally
been patronymics. But not all the patronymic forms used as
Lithuanian surnames are Lithuanian formations. Of White Russian
or Polish origin are the widely used suffixes -iivicius, -evicius,
-auskas, -auskis, -inskas, -inskis, e.g., Basaniivicius, Juskevicius,
Baranauskas, Alminauskis, Zilinskas, Ivinskis.13 Genuine Lithuan-
ian patronymic suffixes used to be: -enas, -iJnas, -(i)tinas, -aitis,
-(i)onis, -(i)ulis, e.g., Dovydenas, JoniJnas, Maeitinas, Morkanas,
A ntanaitis, Valionis, Grigonis, A ndriulis, P etrulis .14

§ 14. Normally a Lithuanian has only one given name beside his
surname. Middle names are uncommon. Thus, we observe in modern
Lithuanian a two-name system made up of a given or Christian
name and a surname. In contrast to this, we find that in ancient

13 See No. 14, pages 484-489.
14 See No. 14, pages 484-486.
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times the Lithuanians had only an individual name for each person,
without indicating family relationship by surnames. This is the
same arrangement as in the old Slavic, Germanic, Celtic, Greek,
and Sanskrit world, and in view of this widespread agreement (in
which only Latin does not share), the one-name system is consider-
ed as being inherited from Proto- Indo-European.

A.D. 1400 is approximately the dividing date between the in-
herited one-name system and the modern two-name system of
Lithuanian names. The change is illustrated by the names occurring
in the documents issued by the Chancellery of Grand Duke Vy-
tautas or Witold. These documents, covering roughly the half cen-
tury from 1380 to 1430, are available in the Oodex epistolaris Vi-
toldi.15 The Lithuanian Nobility Register of 152816 reveals that at
that time numerous Old Lithuanian individual names (which are
today only used as surnames) were used as first names, e.g. Dargis,
Daugela, Daugelas, Daujotas (Daujotas), Dauksas, Daunora, Dau-
noras (Daunoras), Gedminas (Gedminas).

§ 15. In the twenties, when I lived in Lithuania, got married
and raised a family there, it was general practice to select Christ-
ian names from an approved list of saint-names. Very frequently
a child got the name of the saint on whose day it was born, a
custom observed also in other Catholic countries, the saint being
considered the special guardian throughout the life of his namesake.
The most frequent first names for boys (and grown-up men) were
Antanas, Jonas, Juozapas-Juozas, Kazimieras-Kazf)s, Petras, PO-
vilas, Pranciskus-Pranas; for girls (and women): Marijona-Marija,
Ona, Bronislova- Brone. In addition to this set of internationally
used names of saints, there was a small number of historical Lithu-
anian names which have become extremely popular in recent
decades, e.g., Algirdas, Gediminas, KfJ,stutis, Vfjtautas, i.e., names of
Lithuanian grand dukes, or Aldona, Birute, Laimute for girls. The
great popularity of these names grew out of the Lithuanian national
renaissance of the second half of the nineteenth century and does
not represent a continuation of the practice of the sixteenth century
when Old Lithuanian individual names were used as first names.

15 Oodex epistolaris Vitoldi magni ducis Lithuaniae 1376-1430 collectus opera
Antonii Prochaska (Vol. VI of M onumenta medii aevi historica res gestas Poloniae
illustrantia), Cracow 1882.

16 See No. 23, pages 129f.
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At the present time, there are unlimited possibilities of spontane-
ous new formations, either outright use of common nouns, e.g.,
masculine names: Berzas "birch tree," Rugfjs "rye"; feminine
names: Ausra "dawn," Egle "fir tree," Jura "sea," Lftime "good
luck," Rasa "dew," Rilta "rue (plant)"; or derivations from com-
mon nouns, e.g., from audra "thunderstorm" : the masculine names
Audris, Audrfjs, A Udrius, Audronis, Audrutis; and the feminine
Audre, Audre, Audrone, Audrute.

The emergence of such new names taken from pagan history and
legend or made up at the whim of modern name-givers, Le., names
which cannot be identified with saints of the Catholic Church, in a
limited way has given rise to the use of a middle name. The middle
name would be a saint-name used only for the baptismal record,
but disregarded in later life.

EDITOR'S NOTICE ON MSS.

Attention is directed to the instructions for preparation of
manuscripts on the inside front cover, with the additional reminder
that footnotes should always be typed separately and included
at the end of the manuscript. This is so because they must be set
in smaller type and their inclusion on pages of textual matter
needlessly slows down the compositors who must then work on
two different machines at the same time. In the cases of highly
documented manuscripts, this can be particularly troublesome.


